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Abstract
The failure and the analysis of composite structures can be various. The failure modes can be inves-
tigated separately, but these modes generally arise together (e.g.: matrix cracking and delamination).
Due to this experimental observation the main problem is to construct models that can follow more
than one of the failure modes. To solve this problem the most proper method is the finite element
method (FEM), because of its simplicity. The aim of this paper is to summarize a few publications
about the damage and failure of composite materials and structures. The publications were grouped
according to the mode of failure, the aim is to give a short description about the finite element
modelling of the given failure mode. The models were reconstructed using the finite element code
COSMOS/M.
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1. Introduction
Watching the structure of composites we can notice its heterogenous nature. The
composite material consists of fibers and matrix. The fibers are embedded into the
matrix. During the manufacturing process the matrix is warmed up to high tem-
perature, then the fibers are added. Due to the high temperature and the mismatch
between the thermal properties of the components, there is interaction between the
fibers and the matrix. The formation of interface is a consequence of this operation.
Hence the composite is a three-phased material. The length and the arrangement of
the fibers are various. Themost frequent ones are the long unidirectional continuous
and the short unidirectional arrangements. Another important feature of the com-
posites is the periodicity. This feature can make the FE analysis of the composite
materials simple. In literature there are three basic types of analysis [11, 19].
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Microscale analysis:
Themodellingof the local constituents (fiber, matrix, interface) using the periodicity
and the symmetry.
Macroscale analysis:
The modelling of the global composite structure using the homogenized material
properties of the composite.
Mesoscale analysis:
A scale between the macro- and microscale, which can be a micromodel that is not
periodic in all directions or, considering laminated structures, this may mean the
analysis of one elementary ply.
In fact, there is another scale, named multiscale analysis, coupling the three
ones above. In this case we need parallel computers with big capacity. Multiscale
approach was presented by FEYEL and CHABOCHE in [4] for composites.
2. Material Models for the Finite Element Analysis
There are significant differences between the material properties of the fiber and
matrix. The stiffness of fiber is much higher than the matrix stiffness. Major part
of the loading is transferred onto the fiber. Experimental data prove that the global
composite structure behaves as a linear elastic material [10]. If local analysis is
applied, then the considering of heterogeneity is necessary.
2.1. Materials of the Reinforcing Fibers
The material of fibers has a wide range of type (e.g.: glass, carbon...etc.). It is as-
sumed that the glass fiber is isotropic, the carbon fiber is transversely isotropic linear
elastic material. The mechanical and other properties of the fibers are available in
the literature [10].
2.2. Material Modelling of the Matrix
The modelling of the matrix is a far complex problem. In general the matrix is a
nonlinear elastic isotropic and hysteretic material. In case of polymer matrix (e.g.:
epoxy, vinylester, polyester...etc.) the applying of linear elastic material model
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can give wrong results during the FE analysis. Due to this experience it is useful
to apply rheological material models for the matrix. These are the viscoelastic
models that consist of the well-known Maxwell and Kelvin–Voight elements and
the combinations of them [2, 6]. Metal matrix composites (MMC) require using
an elastoplastic, viscoplastic and elastoviscoplastic material model [3, 4]. Inelastic
material models are reachable in [14]. Inelastic behaviour can be simulated by
stiffness or strength degradation. Previous investigations describe that using a linear
material model damage occurs in higher loading than in the case of the nonlinear
model [19]. Because of that the nonlinear material law describes more accurately
the stress-strain relationship than the assumed linear. Commercial FE programs
usually contain nonlinear material models, but there is a chance to build in another
[19]. For that a user defined subroutine and the modification of it is needed [15].
2.3. Properties of the Interface
The modelling of interface also can cause problems. The interface has been widely
acknowledged, but the interface properties are not yet available [1]. The proper-
ties of the interface play critical role because the interface transfers the load onto
the fibers. Experiments prove that the thickness of interface is not negligible.
Interface can be modelled as elastic isotropic material, but there are also other ap-
proximations. For example an elastic/perfectly plastic spring model can describe
the interface properties [3]. The spring model has different stiffness in the radial,
tangential and longitudinal directions. ANTIFANTIS described an interface model,
which assumes that the properties of interface (E, ν) vary along the thickness of
interface [1]. Varying the adhesion parameters the perfect and imperfect interface
can be simulated. Other authors provided a cohesive interface model for metal
matrix, short fiber composites [21]. Experiments show that stress peaks can occur
in the interface region [1]. In most cases the initiation of the damage depends on the
interface properties. Several papers neglect the interface; these models assume per-
fect contact between the fiber and the matrix [3, 19]. The interface plays significant
role in the damage process of composites.
3. Macro- and Micromodels, Unit Cells
3.1. Macroscale Finite Element Models
In the case of macroscale analysis we consider the composite structure as a homoge-
neous orthotropic continuum. Knowing the material properties of the constituents
and the fiber-volume fraction we can compute the homogenized properties with
the law of mixture [10]. Most of the commercial FEM programs contain two- and
three-dimensional elements that are suitable for constructing global models. These
are shell, solid and multilayer shell elements. For the using of these elements the
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fiber orientation is required. Applying these globalmodels localmicroprocesses, in-
cluding local stress-strain distribution cannot be followed. These processes are very
important in the failure of composites (e.g.: interface damage, fiber fracture...etc.).
3.2. Microscale Finite Element Models
Unit cells and RVE (Representative Volume Element) models are the most con-
venient forms in the micromechanical analysis. Making unit cells depends on the
geometry and the applied load. Depending on the structure and fiber orientation
these models can be two- and three-dimensional ones. Due to the heterogeneity
different material models must be applied to describe the three-phased composite.
The construction and the mesh size of the finite element model have a great effect
on the results of the analysis. Constructing the FE model the prescription of proper
boundary conditions is required.
Fig. 1. 2D finite element model, square fiber arrangement
Generally, the load of micromechanical models is displacement or strain con-
trolled. This means that one of the boundary curve or surface of the model is loaded
with displacement in a given direction [1, 19]. Fig. 1 shows themaking of 2D model,
the cut is perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of the fibers. Assuming the
periodicity of composite a double symmetrical unit cell can be made. Using sym-
metrical conditions the FE model is only quarter of the former one. Fig. 1 also
shows the proper boundary conditions. In Fig. 1 the fiber and the matrix are cov-
ered by triangular, the interface is covered by rectangular plane elements in plane
stress state. Depending on the aim of the analysis, there are several cases when the
cut must be longitudinal.
If a composite structure is built by plys with different orientation a 3D FE
model is required [3, 19]. In Fig. 2 a three-dimensional unit cell and finite element
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model are shown. Using the periodicity a 3D multi-cell can be made, the finite
element model is just one eighth of the multi-cell. Proper boundary conditions can
be seen also in Fig. 2. Between fiber and matrix a perfect bonding is assumed and
no debonding occurs. Three of the surfaces cannot move at the normal direction.
Remained surfaces can be loaded with given displacements.
Fig. 2. 3D finite element model
The fiber arrangement is various. Most of the FEM programs have not got a
well-built in CAD system. These CAD systems do not guarantee smoothness and
accuracy that is always required. Because of that a proper CADsystem is applicable
[16]. Most of the FE codes can handle models drawn in CAD. Complicated fiber
arrangements (e.g.: woven fabric, basket weave and triaxial braided unit cells) raise
the claim to use CAD system. More information can be found in [16]. The former
paper presents modelling of composite unit cells using CAD, and also describes the
construction of unit cells with logical (Boolean) operations.
4. Failure Analysis of Composites
Failure means that one of the components reaches the yield stress, then damage
occurrence and progression can be observed. Damage can progress on different
directions. Usuallymatrix cracking is thefirst damage process to take place since the
matrix has the lowest stress to failure. A failure criterion is needed to establish initial
damage. This can be the maximum stress or strain criterion [19]. Damaged zones
can propagate and reach the border of each other. Finite element tests have a wide
application range. In most of the cases a simplified, loaded model is investigated
by FEM, the distribution of stress and strain fields gives enough information about
the damage process. Models can be analysed with holes and notches, considering
stress concentration effect. The following sections give a short review about the
finite element analysis of damage and failure processes in composites using previous
publications.
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4.1. Modelling of Interface Damage
Experimental observations show that the damage process can be initiated by the
fiber-matrix interface. The damage of the interface causes further problems (e.g.:
debonding, fiber pullout). The interface strength plays an important role in the
damage process. Depending on the loading the interface failure be can caused by
the mismatch of the moduli and Poisson’s ratios. SCHÜLLER et al. presented a
very useful method for modelling the interface debonding [12]. A single fiber is
embedded in a necked matrix block, as shown in Fig. 3. Mechanical loading can
be uniaxial compression or tension. Compression test has two disadvantages. First
the fiber often breaks or buckles before interfacial debonding can occur. Another
drawback is the additional transverse stress components, which makes the stress
field non-axisymmetric one. Under compression the transverse component is a
tensile one between the fiber and the matrix.
Fig. 3. Necked single-fiber composite specimens
The problem of fiber buckling can be avoided by applying the tension test.
The transverse component is compressive; a sufficiently small neck can compensate
it (see Fig. 3). The limit stress is determined by the matrix yield stress. The single-
fiber specimen can be various, an axisymmetrical model is the most convenient
because the stress field will be even axisymmetrical. The homogeneous tensile
loading of the interface allows the measurement of the real interface strength. For
the verifying of FE results real specimens are needed. The preparation of ax-
isymmetrical specimens is very difficult. This method cannot follow the effect of
adjacent fibers. Interface damage plays an important role in most of the failure
modes.
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4.2. The Effects of Thermal Residual Stresses
Opinions differ about thermal residual stresses. Ones say that major part of the
thermal residual stresses relax with the passage of time [19], others say that residual
stresses have significant effects on the micromechanical behaviour of composites
[5, 7].
Manufacturing process induces thermal residual stresses in composites. After
curing and cooling the composite, the matrix is subjected to a triaxial stress state
[5]. Shrinkage during cooling and the mismatch between thermal properties of the
constituents are themain reasons of residual stresses. The thermal residual stress is a
compressive one in the fiber and tensile one in the matrix. If the composite structure
is loaded the triaxial stress state in matrix will increase. FIEDLER et al. investigated
thermal residual stresses using three different models [5]. A concentric cylinder
model, a hexagonal model and a special composite model were used with long
continuous fibers. All models consist of two-dimensional plane strain elements.
The models are depicted in Fig. 4. Thermal residual stresses are constants along
the circumference of fiber in the cylinder model. The composite model contains
the hexagonal unit cell that is only 10% of the whole model. This local area is
surrounded by elements with homogeneous properties. The hexagonal arrangement
makes possible to investigate the effect of adjacent fibers. Thermal residual stresses
were examined along the circumference of the central fiber in radial, tangential and
longitudinal directions. The local fiber-volume fraction was varied from 20% to
80%. Looking at the hexagonal and composite model residual stresses in all the
three directions show sinus-like distribution along the circumference. Increasing
fiber-volume fraction the maximum and minimum values also increase.
Fig. 4. Cylinder (1.), hexagonal (2.) and special composite (3.) models
The hexagonal unit cell shows the results that neighbouring fibers more or
less influence the residual stress components. Results obtained by the composite
model show a decrease of thermal residual stresses with increasing local fiber-
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volume fraction. The location and the value of the applied stress at which failure
occurs are influenced by the local fiber-volume fraction. Depending on the applied
matrix criterion the damaged area can be different. The three used criterions are the
parabolic, the strain energy density and the von Mises criterion. Varying the fiber-
volume fraction these criterions give very distinct results. The von Mises criterion
predicts over the maximum load, so it is not suitable to predict initial matrix failure.
In fact thermal residual stresses reduce the maximum bearable load, but they do not
affect the location of initial failure.
The effect of thermal residual stresses in short-fiber-reinforced composites
was investigated by ZHOU et al. [21] with Al matrix and SiC fiber. The applied FE
model and the boundary conditions are shown in Fig.‘5.
Fig. 5. FE model for short-fiber-reinforced Al/SiC composite
Cooling from high to room temperature the residual shear stress concentrates
near the corner of the fiber end and induces initial damage along the interface.
Considering thermal cycling the radial, longitudinal and shear stress distributions
were investigated. The results show considerable stresses ahead of the fiber end
and around the corner of the fiber. Applying thermal cycling interface damage
is more dominant than matrix damage. Thermal cycling decreases the strength
and the toughness of metal matrix composites (MMC). The paper shows that the
thermal cycle range rather than the number of cycles dominate damage process.
Cooling and thermal cycling change the mode of failure. Considering only tensile
load failure arises as matrix damage around the fiber end and no debonding occurs.
Considering cooling with tensile load debonding along the fiber end and transverse
damage across the matrix occur. Finally applying thermal cycling and mechanical
load the MMC fails by debonding along the fiber ends and fiber sides, followed by
necking instability of the matrix ligament.
Microscopic behaviour of MMC is strongly influenced by the inelastic de-
formation of the matrix. ISMAR and co-workers presented a study about MMCs
reinforced by different types of fiber [7]. The damage of matrix is affected by the
properties of the fibers. A non-symmetrical [0◦/90◦] fiber arrangement model was
investigated, Fig. 6 depicts the 3D model. Boundary conditions are identical with
those shown in Fig. 2. The three different fiber types: α − Al2O3, SiC and carbon
fiber. All fibers behave elastically, α−Al2O3 and SiC are isotropic, the carbon fiber
is described as transversely isotropic material. Interface between fiber and matrix is
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assumed to be very strong and no debonding occurs. The α−Al2O3 has the highest
tensile modulus, SiC has the lower, and modulus of carbon fiber is between the for-
mers. During fabrication process, the composite passes through several temperature
regions. Thermal residual stresses cause local inelastic deformation.
Fig. 6. 3D FE model for metal matrix composite
A cooling process is firstly examined. Seeing the three fiber types the inelastic
strain shows highest values in the case of carbon fiber. After cooling the equiva-
lent inelastic strain concentrates areas shown in Fig. 6. Inelastic strain distribution
reaches the maximum values where the fibers are the closest to each other. Vary-
ing the fiber-volume fraction does not significantly alter the relative distribution
of equivalent inelastic strain but strongly affects the extent of it. Because of that
the effects of thermal cooling is considered in the following investigations of the
mechanical behaviour. Mechanical loading is displacement controlled with given
strain rate. Undermonotonic loading Al2O3-reinforced composite showsmaximum
inelastic strain owing to the larger difference between the tensile modulus of the
fiber and matrix. The stress-strain curve of the three fiber reinforced composites
shows that the slowest decline of the tangent modulus can be observed in the case
of carbon fiber. On the other hand Al2O3 fiber has the fastest decline. Cyclic load-
ing was considered with given strain rate and temperature. Metal matrix behaves
inelastically applying the given loading amplitude. The density of inelastic perfor-
mance after forty cycles decreases depending on the fiber type. Increasing loading
amplitude inelastic behaviour strongly increases. Cyclic loading indicates damage
progression and damage accumulation. Damage is distinctly concentrated in two
matrix areas; the Al2O3-reinforced composite exhibits the highest damage values.
Heightening the fiber-volume fraction, the inelastic deformation slightly increases.
Fiber with large tensile modulus increases the strength of composite. On the other
hand the danger of premature failure during cyclic loading has to be considered.
Finally, the fiber-volume fraction decisively affects the mechanical behaviour of
metal matrix composites.
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4.3. Matrix Damage and Matrix Cracking
Matrix crack occurs when the equivalent stress reaches the yield stress, after fiber
end can be debonded and a local plastic zone in the matrix is the result of further
loading. In the case of short-fiber reinforced composites around the fiber end a
penny-shaped crack can arise. SIRIVEDIN et al. presented a study about matrix
cracking in short-fiber composite [13]. Depending on the strength of the interface
this crack can progress on various ways. In the case of relatively weak interface, a
cylindrical interface crack propagates from the debonded fiber end. If the interface
is strong then a conicalmatrix crack can be observed propagating from the debonded
fiber end. This can be described by the angle of the conical crack. The applied
finite element model is depicted in Fig. 7. Using the symmetry of the unit cell a 2D
model can be presented.
Fig. 7. Unit cell and axisymmetrical FE model
A penny-shaped crack resulting from fiber-end debonding is assumed to exist.
The mechanical loading is tension. The matrix is described as an elastic-plastic ma-
terial. Under loading micro-void nucleation, growth and coalescence are observed.
Near the corner of fiber a local plastic zone is formed. If the plastic strain reaches
the critical fracture strain value crack will be propagated. The value of the critical
strain can be determined approximately. The angle of crack affects the direction of
crack propagation; the angle is described by the location of the maximum stress.
The paper presents mechanical loading, thermal loading and the combination of the
two above. Results show those thermal residual stresses and strains strongly affect
the condition of the interface and change the location of the maximum equivalent
strain.
Laminated structures also require investigating the reason of matrix damage.
A [0◦, 90◦3, 0
◦]T cross-ply structure is investigated in [19], in the case of epoxy
matrix and glass fiber. The cross-ply contains long continuous fibers. The FE
model is shown in Fig. 8. It is assumed that fibers are uniformly distributed in
the matrix and have the same radii. The loading is strain controlled; the boundary
conditions are also depicted in Fig. 8. Attention is focused on the interior domain;
no free edge effect is included. Fibers are linear elastic; matrix behaves as nonlinear
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viscoelastic material. Both constituents are homogeneous and isotropic.
p
Fig. 8. 3D FE model and location of the damage, [0◦, 90◦3, 0◦]T
Criterion for the epoxy matrix describes if the maximum principal strain
reaches the critical strain value, damage progression will occur in matrix. FE results
indicate that local damage zones arise in two areas, shown in Fig. 8. Increasing
loading both damage areas grow and coalesce. Applying linear analysis the damage
occurs at higher loading. So that the nonlinear model describe more accurately the
real process. Experimental data support this fact. Nonlinearity plays an important
role in the analysis of composites.
4.4. Modelling of Composite Structures with Holes and Notches
Numerous applications of composites require the presence of holes and cutouts.
These can cause inhomogeneous stress distribution in the structure. Cracks and
flaws act important role, because these affect the strength of the composite. Crack
can be caused by the manufacture process or loading. Concerning failure criteria,
three basic types of approaches can be found in literature [8, 10].
Fracture Mechanics Models:
These models assume a localised damage emanating from the hole, represented
by an equivalent crack, which causes failure when it reaches a critical size. The
strength of the laminate is related to the fracture toughness or the strain energy
release rate. The fracture toughness and the critical size seemed to be hole-size
and material dependent. This is the basic idea of LEFM (Linear Elastic Fracture
Mechanics).
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Point and Average Stress Criterion:
It is assumed that failure occurswhen the stress in one point at a certain characteristic
distance or the average stress along the characteristic distance from the hole attains
the unnotched strength of the laminate. Both criterions can be expressed in closed-
form equations. Experimental data show: those characteristic distances are also
hole-size and material dependent.
Progressive Damage Models:
Throughout the loading process damage and resulting changes occur in the stress
distribution. The appropriate combinations of failure modes, failure criterion and
property degradation law are required.
Open-hole tensile strength of quasi-isotropic laminates is investigated by
MORAIS in [8]. Stress analysis near edges and discontinuities can only be ac-
curately performed using 3D models. 2D models give non-negligible errors in
laminates. The central hole has the effect of stress concentration, the stress con-
centrates around the hole. Considering this fact MORAIS presented a mixed 2D/3D
model. The model is shown in Fig. 9. The specimen was modelled with 2D ele-
ments, except for a narrow zone around the hole, where 3D brick elements were
used. The connection between the 3D and 2D regions was done imposing identical
in-plane displacements on the boundary nodes of identical in-plane coordinates and
using interface elements. The longitudinal strength of laminated structures depends
on the size. Failure criterion does not follow this fact. First a [0◦/45◦/90◦/− 45◦]s
laminate was investigated. The loading and boundary conditions are depicted in
Fig. 9. The laminate is transversely isotropic; properties can be obtained using
classical laminate theory. The inhomogeneous stress distribution can be obtained
along a central ligament. The 3D stresses considered are layer average stresses. The
stress concentration depends on the hole-size. Comparing the 2D and the mixed
models the mixed model shows higher stress concentration values near the hole
than the 2D model. 2D models underpredict stress concentrations, further approx-
imately identical values were obtained by both models from the hole. The strength
of structure with central hole depends on the longitudinal strength of the laminate.
In situ fiber strength can be estimated using experimental data and the mixed model.
Laminates with triple parallel-arranged and equally spaced notches can be
found in [20]. Glass- and carbon-fiber/epoxy composites containing through or sur-
face notch were investigated. Fig. 10 shows the laminate and the FE model. The FE
model is only aquarter of the structure, the stacking sequence is [0◦/90◦/0◦/90◦/0◦]s .
The laminated composite behaves as orthotropic linear elastic continuum, the in-
terlaminar matrix is isotropic. The paper presents results taking account of the
interlaminar matrix and not, respectively. Notch can be surface or through notch.
The mesh was gradually refined to the notches. Stress concentration factors (SCF)
were introduced for the central and the deviate notch varying the distance between
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Fig. 9. Mixed 2D/3D model with central hole
the two notches. The depth of layer describes the surface notch. Results show that
stress concentration factors near the notch tips change from high to low then revert
to high with spacing between both neighbouring notches.
Stress concentration factor is always larger at the deviate notch. Depth of the
notch increases the SCF. In order to validate the FE predictions a total of twenty
specimenswith triple parallel notcheswere examined. Failure tests show the change
of the failure load exhibits an opposite trend with the notch stress concentration
factors. Tests also show that failure always occurs at one of the two deviate notches.
A notched laminated structure, including splitting and delamination was in-
vestigated by WISNOM and CHANG [18]. A cross-ply laminate of carbon/epoxy
with lay-up [90◦/0◦] with a center crack has shown that splitting occurs in the 0◦
plies perpendicular to the notch together with narrow areas of delamination. The
[90◦/0◦] laminate was modelled with four noded plane elements. The elements are
plane stress ones. Duplicate nodes were used on either side of any ply interfaces
where delamination is expected. The same interface element was also used to model
splitting in the 0◦ ply. The schematic illustration and the FE model are depicted
in Fig. 11. Separate elements were used to represent the 0◦ and 90◦ plies. Dupli-
cate coincident nodes were used for the two plies to allow relative displacement to
occur during delamination. These nodes were connected with interface elements.
Initially linear elasticity was assumed, but it became apparent that the nonlinear
in-plane shear response was very important. The interface was modelled with non-
linear springs between the coincident nodes. The springs are initially assumed to be
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Fig. 10. Laminated structure and FE model with triple parallel notches
elastic. When a critical relative displacement between plies is reached the interface
is assumed to fail. The tensile loading was applied in increments. Initial results
show splitting initiated from the end of the notch, and then progressively increased
in length.
It was accompanied by the formation of a narrow zone of delamination. The
extent of delamination is slightly less than the split length. It is the splitting that
drives the delamination. The analysis was repeated with refined FE mesh. Results
show that the analysis is not sensitive to the mesh size. The difference between
linear and nonlinear analysis was also investigated. The use of linear analysis
gives unreal results; hence nonlinearity acts an important role. The analysis was
also repeated with the spring stiffness halving to examine the effects of interface
parameters. In this case the damage progression is similar to the original case, but
the size of the yield zone has greatly increased.
4.5. Interlaminar Delamination and Transverse Cracking
Damage models can be constructed using proper combination of the global element
types. NISHIWAKI et al. developed quasi-three-dimensional model for the mod-
elling of interlaminar delamination and transverse cracking independently [9]. The
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Fig. 11. Schematic illustration of damage and FE model
FE model is depicted in Fig. 12 and consists of shell and beam elements, which rep-
resents fiber and resin respectively. The fiber reinforcement is concentrated in the
shell elements with the maximum fiber-volume fraction of 90.7%. Beam elements
represent the interlaminar matrix. The loading is lateral compression.
Fig. 12. Four layered quasi-three-dimensional cylinder model
The cylinder model was investigated with different stacking sequences. Re-
sults show different loading limits, transverse cracking occurs if a given shell ele-
ment reaches the yield stress and delamination can be observed if one of the beam
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elements yields. Increasing compressive load more and more shell and beam ele-
ments reach the yield stress. Interlaminar delamination is caused by shear stresses.
Finally, the estimation of the critical strength was performed. The critical strength
was the load level corresponding to initial yielding of beam elements along the axial
direction.
The interlaminar fracture is one of the major problems for fiber composites.
Its occurrence greatly reduces the stiffness of a structure. Modelling of interlaminar
crack can be performed using end-notched flexure specimen (ENF) under in-plane
shear deformation mode [17]. Applying the ENF the fracture toughness can be
measured. The aim is to provide quantitative information on interlaminar crack
growth in fiber composites and understand the role of fibers on the stress distribution
in the surrounding matrix. The used FE model and the meshed structure are shown
in Fig. 13. The model contains only a single fiber on each side of the starting defect.
Themain concern is the role of the blunt startingdefect, introduced by the notch. The
in-plane shear loading was introduced by assigning a fixed displacement to the top
and bottom surfaces. Boundary conditions are also shown in Fig. 13. Experimental
ENF tests were conducted to verify FE results using two different specimens. The
maximum principal stress shows that the highest stress occurs around the corners of
the starting defect, extending towards the interface. The stress distribution indicates
two mechanisms that are responsible for the fracture initiation. Fig. 14 depicts that
the fracture can be initiated either from the corner of the starting defect or at the
interface. The latter occurs when the interfacial strength is lower than a critical
percentage of the matrix strength. This percentage can be obtained from the stress
distribution around the notch.
g y g p
Fig. 13. End notched flexure specimen and FE mesh
When the crack is initiated from the interface, its growth is expected in both
directions. The further crack can grow towards the starting defect and interfacial
debonding occurs. If the interface strength is sufficiently high, the crack initiation
is caused by tensile failure of the matrix around the starting defect. The crack
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Fig. 14. Local damage process
propagates towards the interface because of the shear failure. It is expected that the
interface strength can significantly influence the measured strain energy release rate.
4.6. Modelling of Fiber-Fragmentation
A finite element analysis was carried out by DAVIS and QU to simulate the fiber-
fragmentation process in a single-fiber composite (SFC) specimen [3]. A single
fiber is embedded in a uniform matrix material. Under monotonic axial loading
the fiber will fracture. As the load increases further, more fiber fracture takes place
as a result of load transfer from the matrix to the fiber. The fiber-fragmentation
process will stop because either interfacial debonding or the fragments are so short
that not enough loads can be transferred to the fiber for further fracture. This
saturated length is related to the interfacial strength. The SFC fragmentation test is
suitable to characterize the in situ interfacial strength and the understanding of the
micromechanics in SFCs can be transferred to real composites with higher fiber-
volume fractions. The Al matrix is assumed to be elastic/plastic, the interface is
modelled by elastic/perfectly plastic spring layer. Fig. 15 illustrates the SFC and
the applied undamaged and damaged FE models. As the applied load is increased,
the fiber will fracture when the fracture strain is reached. The fiber fracture creates a
penny-shaped crack, creating a localized plastic zone in the matrix. The number of
fracture per unit length will increase; i.e. the fiber-fragment length will get shorter
and shorter as load increases. The shear stress on interface will keep increasing
till the interface fails. There is a saturation length for the fiber fragments, which
depends on the interface and the fiber strength. The SFC specimen containing many
fractures can be simplified into a unit cell model containing one fragment. Only one
quarter of the unit cell needs to be modelled for finite element analysis. A series of
finite element models of the unit cells with decreasing length was used to analyse the
fragmentation process. To simulate the successive fiber fracture, a series of 21 SFC
unit cells with decreasing length were used, applying solid elements. The procedure
was the following. The fiber strength was calculated and the load was increased
until the axial stress in the middle of the fiber fragment exceeded the fiber strength.
With the next specimen the calculation was repeated. This was done without and
with fiber fracture on the model. It is found that although the radial and tangential
stresses in the matrix vary radially, the magnitude of the longitudinal stress is much
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higher. Therefore the latter dominates the von Mises stress. One notable difference
between the unfractured and fractured models is that the longitudinal shear stress
was not zero in the latter case.
Fig. 15. Finite element modelling of fiber fracture
It seems that the stress-strain curve is not a good indicator of the interfacial
shear strength. The applied effective strain/normalized fiber-fragment length is
much suitable to describe the effect of the interface strength. Finally, it is possible
to estimate the interface strength by inspecting the fiber-fragment lengths from a
SFC test at a given effective strain.
5. Conclusions
The process of the finite element modelling of failure and damage is summarized in
Fig. 16. Due to the heterogeneous structure, the modelling of composites is a quite
complex problem. The macro-, meso- and micromechanical analyses are useful
ways to approach the failure and damage process of composite materials. The type
of the model depends on the failure mode and the aim of the FE analysis. A given
failure mode can be represented by more than one type of models. The composite
specimens play an important role; the results can be transferred into real composites.
Considering previous papers the damage process is always related to the interface
strength. The 3D models presented here consider perfect interface; the further
purpose can be the effects of varied interface parameters. Thermal residual stresses
strongly affect the strength of the composite. Increasing fiber-volume fraction,
thermal residual stresses can increase. Holes and notches have the effect of stress
concentration. Fracture mechanic problems can be handled applying LEFM, point-
or average stress criterion and progressive damage models. Initial damage occurs
when considering the used criterion, stress or strain reaches a given critical value.
Using the finite element method the damage and failure can be predicted with
more or less accuracy, but to validate the results experimental tests and observations
are always required.
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Results and conclusions
Location of the damage, effects of further loading,
Comparison with experimental data

FE analysis
Failure criterion for the matrix,




Material model for the fiber, matrix and interface,
linear and nonlinear model, macro-, meso- and micromodel,





Interface damage, matrix cracking,
interfacial debonding, delamination, fiber fracture, etc...

Composite Structure
Fiber, matrix, interface geometry,
material parameters
Fig. 16. Process of the finite element modelling of composites
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